**KeyboardEZ** – Keyboard Adaptor Module

Use a full-size computer keyboard with a Palm Handheld.


Install KeyboardEZ from the included CD onto your handheld. KeyboardEZ is currently compatible with the following Palm Handhelds: Tungsten T5, E2, T|X, Lifedrive, Treo 650 and 700p. The Keyboard Adaptor Module is compatible with PS/2 keyboards.

KeyBoardEZ is the software interface for the TriBeam keyboard adapter module. This software allows the user to customize the F-key application shortcuts, control the speed and delay of key repeats, test the keyboard driver, and manually turn the driver on or off. Also, there are many keyboard shortcuts that make the use of the stylus virtually unnecessary.

KeyBoardEZ is a plug and play application. The handheld auto-detects when the keyboard adaptor module is plugged in. The keyboard adaptor module supplies power from the handheld to the keyboard so no batteries are needed!

**Main Screen**

KeyBoardEZ shows the Main screen when it starts. This screen can be used to manually turn the keyboard driver on or off, to enable or disable key clicks, or to test that the driver is working properly. It's usually not necessary to manually turn the driver on or off as it starts and stops automatically when the keyboard adapter module is plugged in and unplugged. For more information tap on the "Screen" item on the Help screen.

**Customizing F-key shortcuts**

To get to the key assignment screen, tap the arrow on the upper right of the screen, then tap the Assign Keys item from the list that pops up. A screen containing a list of all the F-keys and the shortcut assigned to each are shown. The shortcut may be changed for each F-key or they can be restored back to their default values by tapping the menu button. For more information tap on the "Key Assign" item on the Help screen.
Customizing Key Repeats
To get to the key repeat screen tap the arrow on the upper right of the screen, then tap the "Key Repeat" item from the list that pops up. This screen is used to change the key repeat settings. When a key is pressed and held down, there is a delay before it is automatically repeated by the key driver. The Key Repeat settings control the delay and how fast the key is repeated. For more information tap on the "Key Repeat" item on the Help screen.

Help
To get to the help screen tap the arrow on the upper right of the screen, then tap the "help" item from the list that pops up. Select from overview, Main screen, Assign Keys, Key Repeat, or Special keys.

Special Keys (Summary)

Editing
- Ctrl-a: Select All
- Ctrl-c: Copy
- Ctrl-v: Paste
- Ctrl-x: Cut
- Ctrl-y: Redo (DTG only)
- Ctrl-z: Undo
- Arrow Keys: Move cursor
- Shift Arrow Keys: Highlight text
- Insert: Insert a space on right
- Delete: Delete character on left

Others
- Ctrl-f: Find
- Ctrl-i: Find Next (DTG only)
- Ctrl-m: Menu
- Ctrl-Enter: Palm Center button
- Esc: Palm Home Key
- F-keys: Go to user assigned app
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